MORE THAN 60 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN THE SERVICE OF 4 DEVELOPMENT GOALS

Protecting the planet
Food security and nutrition
Inclusive development
Crises and resilience
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FOOD SECURITY AND NUTRITION

PROTECTING THE PLANET

SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

 flowed

MEDITERRANEAN DIET

Promoting local products and traditional know-how

AGRO-ECOLOGY

Designing sustainable production systems

Reducing environmental pressures

FOOD SAFETY AND QUALITY

Adapting local products to national sanitary quality standards

ACCESS TO FOOD

Strengthening livelihoods to guarantee access to quality food

INVESTING
IN NEW GENERATIONS AND MARGINAL

YEOUTH EMPLOYMENT / LIFELONG LEARNING

Strengthening the capacity of young graduates and agricultural managers

RURAL AND COASTAL DEVELOPMENT

Provision local alternatives to promote territories

GENDER EQUALITY / VULNERABLE GROUPS

Inclusion initiatives

AGRO-SMART BUSINESS

Building strategic and innovative tools for a smart management of rural areas

PREVENTING RISKS AND MANAGING TENSIONS

MOBILITIES AND MIGRATIONS

Reducing insecurity in fragile rural areas

CLIMATE CHANGE

Adapting production systems and policies for more resilience

ANIMAL AND PLANT HEALTH

Managing the pesticide use

AGRICULTURAL MARKETS

Finding trading opportunities, increasing incomes and contributing to market transparency

THREE BRANCHES FOR DEVELOPMENT IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

Three branches

At CIHEAM Montpellier, teaching, research, expertise and development projects come together in mutual enrichment to meet the needs of States and the agricultural and rural worlds of the Mediterranean. The Institute enjoys a networking capacity that enables it to call upon the skills of multiple stakeholders (decision-makers, professionals, teachers, researchers, civil society) and to propose sustainable rural development alternatives at the interface of science, innovation and diplomacy.

FOCUS

Our Projects

TRAINING AND PROMOTING THE SPIRIT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION TO MEET THE CHALLENGES OF AGRICULTURE AND FOOD IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

SheRPa

A European H2020 project helping to align policies with the needs of EU rural areas, by monitoring, knowledge-exchange, and policy interface

SupMed

FISH programme: Building a market for anchovy through a multi-stakeholder approach, evaluation of catch, education and networking

NaTae

Enabling agroecology transition in North Africa through cooperation, evaluation of practices, education and networking

MED-Amin

Improving knowledge and capacity for local grain markets by encouraging the interaction of stakeholders and data between national information systems

LabSupply & MedLinks

FFEM programme: Building farmer resilience to climate change, by reducing their dependence on water resources (Lebanon, Egypt)

GranuLAr

EU Horizon Europe programme: Characterizing and classifying through a multi-stakeholder approach, using a wide range of technologies and raw data (remote sensing, web-scraping, ...)

Our Agenda 2025

United for the Future of the Mediterranean

Created in 1962, the International Centre for Advanced Mediterranean Studies (CIHEAM) is an intergovernmental organisation bringing together 13 states. With its 4 institutes and central secretariat, CIHEAM sets the themes of agriculture, food and rural territories at the heart of discussions on the Mediterranean. Annual Ministerial Meetings foster regular high-level debates around these key development issues.

At CIHEAM Montpellier, teaching, research, expertise and development projects come together in mutual enrichment to meet the needs of States and the agricultural and rural worlds of the Mediterranean. The Institute enjoys a networking capacity that enables it to call upon the skills of multiple stakeholders (decision-makers, professionals, teachers, researchers, civil society) and to propose sustainable rural development alternatives at the interface of science, innovation and diplomacy.
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PROGRAMMES DESIGNED TO MEET THE CHALLENGES OF THE MEDITERRANEAN

A BROAD VARIETY OF COURSES
- 5 Masters degrees co-accredited with the universities of Montpellier and the Institut Agro Montpellier, focusing on topical themes: adaptation to climate change, agricultural development, management of rural territories, agricultural and agri-food sectors, design of agro-ecological systems.
- Tailored professional training on specialised topics
- A doctoral platform within the Laboratoire d’Accueil Méditerranéen en Economie et Sociologie (LAMES)

...INNOVATIVE TEACHING METHODS
Numerous field trips, on-line courses, project integration.

WITH THE SUPPORT OF A LANGUAGE CENTRE,
French as a Foreign Language and English courses tailored to international students and researchers.
www.fle-montpellier.com

...A RESOURCE CENTRE,
A promoter of open access and open science, with a unique documentary collection on the Mediterranean region.
www.documentation.iamm.fr

...WITHIN AN OPEN AND ATTRACTIVE CAMPUS
A campus located near the Agropolis International scientific community, in a 7-hectare tree-lined park. More than 100 accommodations, for multicultural immersion.

CIHEAM Montpellier

Key figures

- 1962
- more than 60 years of experience
- 70 countries
- 20 on going projects
- 5 Masters
- 1000 students and trainees per year*
- 7 hectares Mediterranean park
- 95% international students
- collaboration with 5 MASTERS
- and Master of science

* Masters, PhD students, French language, continuing education

WWW.IAMM.CIHEAM.ORG